I. INTRODUCTION
I N THIS PAPER, we study the performance of learning algorithms for single-layer threshold networks when confronted with training examples whose statistics change with time. We will focus on the drift problem where the statistics of the training examples change slowly. We will refer to the learning algorithms as tracking algorithms and use the steady-state generalization error probability to evaluate these tracking algorithms. The tracking algorithms are divided into two classes: conservative and nonconservative. 1 An example of a conservative tracking algorithm is the Perceptron learning algorithm developed by Rosenblatt [20] , and an example of a nonconservative tracking algorithm is the least mean square (LMS) algorithm developed by Widrow and Hoff [24] . We will show that for a random unbiased drift rate of , the generalization error for conservative learning algorithms is , and the generalization error for nonconservative learning algorithms is . Nonconservative learning algorithms such as the LMS algorithm generally have more information available to them than conservative learning algorithms such as the Perceptron learning algorithm, and therefore, the generalization error for these algorithms is smaller.
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case where target network weights change during training as in many natural and machine learning applications, the function, concept, or pattern to be learned changes with time. Many control, signal processing, and pattern recognition applications deal with situations where the system parameters and models that are observed change with time. As an example, an adaptive equalizer adjusts its weight to compensate for changes that occur on a transmission channel. The kinematics of a robot arm can change when it picks up a heavy load or when the motors and drive train responses change due to wear. Tracking algorithms for nonstationary environments have been analyzed for linear adaptive filters. Widrow et al. [26] analyzed the LMS algorithm performance when confronted with random drift. Others including Benveniste and Ruget [1] have also analyzed the tracking capabilities of stochastic learning algorithms. More recently, Eweda [7] and Cho and Mathews [3] analyzed the performance of the nonlinear sign algorithm in nonstationary environments. Others, including Shynk and Bershad [21] , analyzed nonlinearities similar to the sigmoidal function in stationary environments. The mean squared error is used as a performance measure to study these tracking algorithms.
We will look at the less studied problem where network outputs are binary valued and network weights are slowly changing with time; this is referred to as the concept drift problem [13] , [15] . Helmbold and Long [13] consider the concept drift problem for batch learning examples and came up with a bound on the drift rate based on an allowable mistake rate for a theoretical and a practical problem. Kuh et al. [16] , [15] also considered the concept drift problem and came up with bounds on the mistake and error rates for on-line algorithms. These bounds are based on worst-case adversaries constrained to a concept drift rate of . Finally, Biehl and Schwarze [2] used statistical mechanical arguments to come up with error bounds for a variety of learning algorithms for single-layer threshold networks confronted with concept drift. These bounds are based on the number of inputs being large and are asymptotic.
Our focus will be on studying single-layer threshold neural networks using a system identification model. The system identification model will consist of two single-layer threshold networks both receiving the same sets of inputs. An adversary controls the weights of a target network that changes slowly with time, and a tracking algorithm controls the weights of a tracking network. The basic model assumptions about the input distribution, target weights, tracking weights, and information available to the tracker are presented in Section II. In this section, we also formulate the set of difference equations describing the dynamics of the tracking algorithm and the adversary along with the performance measure used: the steady-state generalization error probability.
The models that we consider will be similar to those developed by [2] , but our analysis techniques are different, and we consider the case where the number of inputs is arbitrary. Simple probabilistic arguments are used in Sections III-V to come up with upper bounds for the generalization error for a variety of tracking algorithms. The bounds are valid for networks with arbitrary numbers of inputs. Section III analyzes the performance of two optimal tracking algorithms. Sections IV and V, respectively, analyze the performance of the Perceptron Learning algorithm and the LMS algorithm.
Section VI presents simulation results and compares these results to the theoretical upper bounds. Section VII relaxes some of the assumptions made in Section II by considering effects of additive noise and correlated inputs. Finally, Section VIII summarizes the results of this paper and suggests directions for further research. Appendix A discusses technical details of when the algorithms converge and the relationship between the generalization error criterion and the mean squared error criterion, and Appendixes B-D discuss the mathematical details of derivations made in Sections III-V. A key to the derivations is using conditional expectation methods, the existence of an equilibrium distribution, and applying Jensen's inequality.
II. MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
We use a discrete-time system-identification model to model a target and a tracking neural network. Both neural networks receive the same input vector and have one output. The weights of the target network are controlled by an adversary, and the weights of the tracking network are controlled by a tracking algorithm. The tracking algorithm uses information it has about the target network to update its weights. A goal of this update is for the tracking network to track the target network as closely as possible. Fig. 1 shows the system identification model.
The input vector at time is described by . is independently drawn at each time update from a distribution controlled by an adversary. We examine the case where is drawn from a zero mean Gaussian random vector with covariance matrix , which is the identity matrix. 2 We will consider the case where both the target and tracking networks are single-layer threshold networks or a one neuron threshold unit. For the target network, the weight at time is described by . The neuron takes the weighted sum of the inputs to produce the synaptic strength described by
The output is then given by sgn if if Fig. 2 shows a diagram of the target network. The tracking network is identical, except that , , and are replaced, respectively, by , , and . Let us define a distance measure between two weight vectors . The distance measure is defined with respect to and is defined as sgn sgn . This is just the probability that the target and tracking network outputs disagree and is the same as the distance measure defined in [15] . When is a zero mean Gaussian distribution as specified above, then it is easy to show that , where is the angle between and . We can relate this angle to and by using the definition of the inner product [17] to get that (1) All norms and inner products are defined with respect to Euclidean -dimensional spaces.
The adversary not only controls the input probability distribution but also controls the way the target weights change at each update. For the random unbiased drift problem, weight changes are described at each update by (2) with for , and orthogonal to . Therefore, all target weights have norm 1, and , representing a drift rate of . 3 The vector is chosen randomly and uniformly in the null space of independently of the tracking weight vector . This corresponds to a random unbiased adversary. The analysis here focuses on these adversaries. We could also consider the case where is chosen so 2 Section VII considers the effects of correlated inputs. 3 The drift parameter is defined for values between 0 and 1. However, the drift problem refers to cases when 0 < 1.
that is maximized. This corresponds to a worst-case adversary and is discussed in [22] .
The tracker controls the way the tracker weights change. Following [15] , we define a tracking algorithm as conservative if it makes weight changes at time only when the outputs of target and tracking networks differ (i.e., ). A tracking algorithm is nonconservative when it is not conservative. The tracker updates are then described by (3) where is the step size, and is the weight decay parameter. The term is called the weight update at time and depends on the input , the tracking weight , and information about the target network. The minimal information given the tracking algorithm is the output of the target network . In some cases, more information may be available to the tracking algorithm such as the synaptic strength of the target network . The perceptron learning algorithm is described by (4) In our models, we set (no weight decay) and . With no weight decay, the perceptron learning algorithm is an example of a conservative tracking algorithm. The LMS algorithm is described by (5) This algorithm, which is also called the ADALINE algorithm [25] , is an example of a nonconservative tracking algorithm. For these different algorithms, it is evident that the tracking network weights will not converge to any value, but following notation introduced in [2] , we define the correlation , the norm of the tracking weight vector , and the normalized correlation . Note that . If we let , then from (2) and (3), we have the following difference equations for the correlation term and the squared magnitude of the tracking vector: (6) and (7) We define the state of the system by and . Note that (6) and (7) We are interested in the case where the Markov process is ergodic and converges to an equilibrium distribution . Then, time averages are replaced by ensemble averages, and the "limsup" is replaced by "lim." The generalization error is then expressed as E The generalization error represents the steady-state error probability of the tracker network, that is, the probability that the binary outputs of the target and tracker networks differ.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to find the equilibrium distribution , but we can determine when the equilibrium distribution exists. These issues are discussed in Appendix A for each of the four tracking algorithms. Under the assumption that an equilibrium random variable exists, we let be the equilibrium random variable, and E . Then, by using simple probabilistic arguments, we find upper bounds for the generalization error for each of the tracking algorithms considered. In the Appendix, we also briefly discuss the relationship between the generalization error and the more commonly used mean squared error criterion for the LMS tracker.
We should also note that we are considering the random drift problem where the drift rate is small. When is small, the is close to 0. In [15] , we considered an optimal conservative tracker for a worst-case adversary. The worst-case adversary results in having lower average values than the random drift case considered here. For the worst-case adversary, the equilibrium distribution for was found [15] , and we can show that the decreases exponentially as . For , , and for .
III. OPTIMAL TRACKING ALGORITHMS

A. Optimal Conservative Tracking Algorithm
Conservative trackers only update their weights when the outputs . Therefore, the best a conservative tracker can do is to copy the weights of a target network whenever . That is
We will call a conservative tracker that follows this update procedure the optimal conservative tracker. Note that in this case, for . Therefore, , and . Then, using (2) and (8), we have that if if (9) In Appendix B, we show that the generalization error for the optimal conservative tracker is upper bounded by (10) Asymptotically as , the generalization error is upper bounded by independent of .
B. Optimal Nonconservative Trackers
Nonconservative trackers can update their weights at any time. The best a nonconservative tracker can do is to copy the weights of a target network at each update. That is (11) This results in a generalization error of (12) as the tracking network weights are the target network weights delayed by one step.
Most practical trackers will not have all the information that is available to the optimal trackers and, therefore, will have higher generalization error than the associated optimal algorithms.
IV. PERCEPTRON TRACKING ALGORITHM
For most supervised learning algorithms, the algorithm has access to only the input and the output of the target network . For a single neuron threshold unit, the Perceptron Learning algorithm can learn a set of training patterns that are linearly separable. We will apply the Perceptron Learning algorithm to our random drift problem. This tracking algorithm is a conservative tracking algorithm, where the tracking weights change only when the outputs of the target and tracking network differ (i.e., when ). Weight updates from (4) are described by if if (13) This conservative tracker will be called the Perceptron Tracking Algorithm. As discussed in Section II, we will consider the case where there is no weight decay and a step size of . Before analyzing the generalization error bounds for these parameters, we briefly discuss the effects of nonzero weight decay and other step sizes. With weight decay, the bounds that we derive get worse as weight decay is increased. We also note that the bounds are not affected by the step size as long as it is larger than . When the step size is significantly smaller than the drift term, then the tracking network cannot effectively track the target network. We have conducted numerous simulations with different weight decay parameters and different step sizes. Weight decay of or less does not appreciably affect the simulated generalization error, but increasing weight decay results in increased simulation generalization error. Simulations show that the generalization error is unaffected by different step sizes as long as . When , the simulation generalization error increases as expected. However, we have found that as long as the ratio of the step size to the drift rate is not too small (i.e., ), the tracking network still has some tracking capabilities.
For and , we use (2) and (13) to get difference equations for and .
and (15) In Appendix C, we show that the generalization error for the perceptron tracker is upper bounded by (16) Note that this generalization error, like the optimal conservative generalization error, is bounded by a value that is again . Here, the bound is a factor of worse than the optimal conservative bound.
V. LMS TRACKING ALGORITHM
The LMS learning algorithm applied to a single threshold neuron is sometimes referred to as the ADALINE learning algorithm [25] . We will apply the ADALINE learning algorithm to our random drift problem. This tracking algorithm is a nonconservative tracking algorithm, where the tracking network not only has access to the output of the target network but also has access to its synaptic strength . This is an unrealistic assumption in many applications, but by analyzing this tracking algorithm, we can gain some insight into how additional information is used to reduce the generalization error. For this algorithm, the generalization error depends on the weight decay and the step size . From (5), the weight updates can be described by (17) This nonconservative tracker will be called the LMS Tracking Algorithm. We will show that for this tracker, small weight decay can slightly reduce the generalization error. Through simulations, we have observed that the simulation generalization error is not far from the smallest optimal value as long as (18) and we assume this condition. When the weight decay term is much larger than the drift rate, the simulation generalization error rate becomes very high.
The step size is also of concern here. As mentioned for the perceptron tracker, if is much smaller than the drift rate , then the tracker network will not be able to track the target network. In addition, if is too large, the tracking network weights will again not be able to track the target network as the weights of the tracking network will grow unbounded. For mean squared convergence of the LMS algorithm, we need the step size to be less than tr , where tr is the trace of the correlation matrix of [12] (from Section II, we have that ). For our analysis, we assume that the step size satisfies
Reasonable tracking results can still be achieved for step sizes that do not satisfy this equation, but the best tracking results are achieved when step sizes satisfy the above equation. By using (2) and (17), we get difference equations for and .
and (21) In Appendix D, we show that the generalization error for the LMS tracker is upper bounded by (22) This bound holds for all values of and for the prescribed weight decay and step-size values. In the next section, we show through simulations that the generalization error is not very sensitive to weight decay when (18) is satisfied but is more sensitive to different step sizes. Through simulations, we show that the generalization error bound here serves as a good upper bound for the optimal LMS tracker given and . Note that this generalization error, like the optimal generalization error, is bounded by a value that is again . For the assumptions of large and , the bound is a factor of worse than the optimal nonconservative bound.
VI. SIMULATIONS
Simulations were conducted to see how good the upper bounds were for the optimal conservative tracker, the Perceptron tracker, and the LMS tracker. Simulations were all run on a SUN Sparcstation. Each simulation was conducted by initially choosing random target and tracking weights. Target network weights were randomly updated as specified in (2) . Tracking networks were updated depending on the tracker used. Since weights were initially chosen at random, we initially ran the simulations between 100 and 200 000 updates, depending on values of , , and the tracking algorithm. This number of updates was needed so that the Markov process would converge to its equilibrium distribution. Then, an additional 100 000 updates were run with the sample generalization error taken. We ran simulations for and for . Each simulation was run independently 10 times and with averages taken. Deviations for all simulations were usually between 1 and 5% of the average value. Deviations are small because each simulation required 100 000 updates.
We first examined the bounds for the optimal conservative tracker. The bounds for this tracker are shown below in Table I .
From the simulations, we note that the upper bound for the generalization error is a reasonable bound but not exceptional. The bound gets better as gets larger. The reason the generalization error increases as increases is that the term has larger variance when is smaller. When has larger variance, then has larger variance. Larger variance of results in the bound using Jensen's inequality being less accurate. When is large, the variance of is small, and the resulting generalization error bound is more accurate. Of all the upper bounds computed, the optimal conservative generalization error was observed through simulations to be the least accurate bound.
We then examined the Perceptron tracker. We found through simulations that as long as the step size , the generalization error did not change. Changing did affect the values of and . Through simulations, we also found that as long as , the weight decay did not appreciably affect generalization error. As weight decay increased, the generalization error got worse. The bounds for a no-weight decay Perceptron tracker with are shown in Table II . From Table II , we see that the upper bounds hold for all simulations conducted, but they are not very accurate for or for . When is smaller and is large, the bounds become very accurate. The bounds for small values are not as accurate as when is large for the same reason as the optimal conservative tracker (i.e., has larger variance for small). The bounds for the Perceptron tracker are more accurate than the optimal conservative tracker because fewer inequalities are used, and the inequality bounds used for the Perceptron tracker are tighter than the optimal conservative tracker. Note that the inequality in (48) is tighter than (38).
Finally, we look at the LMS tracker. As discussed in Section V, some weight decay with the proper step size can improve performance. We conducted simulations with and . Results are shown in Table III.  Table III is similar to Table II as the upper bounds hold for all simulations conducted and is not very accurate when . For larger , the bounds become much more accurate. The reasoning is the same as the Perceptron tracker and the optimal conservative tracker (i.e., has larger variance for small). The bounds for the LMS tracker are more accurate than the optimal conservative tracker because we use fewer inequalities for the LMS tracker than the optimal conservative tracker. We also tested the LMS tracker with varying step sizes (see Table IV ) and varying weight decay values (see Table V) .
From Tables IV and V, we see that the generalization error is not very sensitive to weight decay as long as the weight decay is small but is very sensitive to the step size. When the step size is too small, the tracking algorithm cannot track the target network accurately, and the generalization error goes up. If the step size is too large, the generalization error goes up as the tracking network overshoots the target network. If the step size is even larger, as for the case of and , the tracking algorithm does not converge as the tracking network weights grow unbounded.
If we compare the different tracking algorithms, the simulations confirm that the LMS tracking algorithm does better than the Perceptron tracking algorithm because the LMS tracking algorithm has more information on which to make weight corrections than does the Perceptron tracking algorithm. This information (knowledge of the target synaptic strength ) reduces the generalization error from to .
VII. EFFECTS OF NOISE AND CORRELATED INPUTS
To this point, we have assumed that inputs were drawn from i.i.d. zero mean and unit variance Gaussian random variables. The paper has also assumed that we had access to noiseless target values: the outputs for conservative trackers and the synaptic strength for the LMS tracker. This section discusses when the outputs from the target network are noisy and the effects of correlated inputs. Here, we discuss qualitative aspects and simulation results of the two implementable algorithms: the Perceptron and the LMS tracker.
A. Noisy Target
Here, we assume that the synaptic strength of the target network is contaminated by an additive and independent Gaussian noise source . We then have (23) A noisy target is commonly used in the analysis of the LMS algorithm [12] , [26] . In [23] , we study the effects of additive noise in more depth. Here, we discuss the qualitative effects of the noise and present simulation results. The generalization error for both the Perceptron and LMS tracker depends on two components: the random drift and the additive noise. Let the variance of be . We ran a number of simulations (similar to Section VI) in order to find the effects of additive noise on the Perceptron tracker. For and , we conducted simulations for noise deviation resulting in generalization errors, respectively, of . This compares with the simulation results for no noise . These results can be explained heuristically as follows. When the average magnitude of the noise is much less than , 4 then the effect of the noise is minimal. However, when the average magnitude of the noise approaches , then the noise term has a large effect on the generalization error. Here, we have and when , the noise contributes considerably to the generalization error. We also note that changes in step size do not change results as long as the step size is sufficiently big to track the drifting target, as discussed in Section IV.
For the LMS tracker, we follow an analysis similar to [26] to consider the effects of the additive noise. This analysis differs in that we are concerned with the generalization error, whereas [26] studies the mean squared error. First, we consider the effects just from the additive noise corresponding to a system identification model with no drift and additive noise in the target synaptic strength. From [26] and [12] , we have that the excess mean squared error depends on the step size and is given by tr (24) where is the minimum possible mean squared error. We also have that
For small , we assume that is roughly constant, and . We will also have that is roughly constant with , resulting in (26) We also have that , resulting in the generalization error due to noise satisfying (27) From Appendix D, we have that when , the generalization error due to drift is approximately (28) If we make the assumption that the total generalization error for the LMS tracker is the sum of two independent sources-noise and drift- 5 we then get that
This equation is similar to the analysis conducted in [26] for the mean squared error. The equation indicates that we should not make the step size too big; otherwise, the error due to noise becomes large, and we should not make the step size too small; otherwise, the error due to drift becomes large. A number of simulation results confirm these observations. We can easily optimize the step size by letting
This equation is valid as long as . For and , we have that and . We conducted a number of simulation results to test the validity of the above equations and found that smaller step sizes can reduce the overall generalization error. From Table  VI , we see that (29) is too pessimistic in estimating the generalization error, indicating that drift and additive noise contribute in a dependent fashion. These results should also be compared with the noiseless case, where the generalization error is about 0.0325 from Section VI. 
B. Correlated Inputs
In this subsection, we make the assumption that the inputs are drawn from iid Gaussian random variables, when in reality, the inputs are drawn from correlated Gaussian random variables. The actual correlation matrix is . If , then this reverts back to the independent case with , as discussed previously. Correlated inputs result in having a spread in eigenvalue range. For example, when and , the ratio between the largest eigenvalue and the smallest eigenvalue is about 50. It is well known [12] that a large spread in eigenvalues results in slower convergence times for the LMS algorithm. When the target network is drifting, correlated inputs should therefore result in larger generalization error.
Since there is a mismatch between our independent assumptions and the real correlated inputs, the calculations of the generalization error made in Section II may not be accurate. Let be the average angle between and . If inputs are iid Gaussian, then . In Table VII , we simulate the case when and . Table VII shows the simulated  value of , which is equal to the generalization error when . Intuitively, we would expect that correlated inputs would result in higher generalization error as the effective drift rate could be much higher than . 6 From Table VII , we see that when there is a even a moderate degree of correlation between inputs, is close to the value for the uncorrelated case. Even when , the difference between this case and the independent case is still far less than a factor of two for both the LMS tracker and the Perceptron tracker. This indicates that bounds found under Gaussian iid assumptions are reasonable even when inputs have a moderate amount of correlation. We have also conducted simulations for correlated and uncorrelated inputs that are not Gaussian and found results similar to the Gaussian case.
VIII. SUMMARY AND FURTHER DIRECTIONS
Using a system identification model, we analyzed the behavior of a variety of tracking algorithms for a single valued threshold neuron when the target weights were subject to a random drift rate of . We classified algorithms into two types: conservative and nonconservative. We found trivially that the best tracking algorithm would have generalization error , and we found upper bounds for the generalization error for the optimal conservative algorithm to be roughly . For the Perceptron tracker, the generalization error was a factor of worse than the optimal conservative tracker. For the LMS tracker with optimal step size and weight decay parameter (also with large and ), the generalization error was a factor of roughly worse than the optimal tracker. The LMS tracker outperforms the Perceptron tracker as it has more information with which to correct weights (the synaptic strength of target weights ). We also briefly discussed the effects of correlated inputs and additive noise. We qualitatively showed that for both the Perceptron and LMS tracker that the analysis of the generalization error remain valid, even when inputs are moderately correlated. We also showed that additive noise degrades tracker performance, but these effects can be lessened for the LMS tracker by using smaller step sizes. A direction for further work would be to theoretically analyze the results found in Section VII.
Another research direction would be to consider a worstcase adversary where the drift changes are chosen to maximize the distance between the target and tracking network weights. In [16] and [2] , these type of adversaries are considered, and it is shown that the generalization error for conservative algorithms is . We could also consider the case where weight changes are governed by a Markov process [26] .
An important direction would be to consider multilayer networks. In these cases, the target and tracking networks might be different. This problem is more difficult as learning algorithms for multilayer networks are not guaranteed to converge to desired solutions. However, tracking will be possible if the tracking algorithms have forgetting mechanisms to forget old and irrelevant data. Examples of forgetting mechanisms include weight decay and weight elimination [14] . Other extensions would be to consider system identification models and tracking of other classes of nonlinear systems. Unsupervised learning algorithms could also be modified to handle data that changes slowly.
The most important directions for this research would be to see how well these tracking models perform in real applications, where the model is time varying or nonstationary. Applications include adaptive equalization, image processing, target tracking, adaptive control, and robotics. As an example, multilayer networks have been used for channel equalization [11] , [27] . By extending the drift analysis to multilayer networks, we could study the effect of multilayer network equalizers on time-varying channels.
APPENDIX A
In this Appendix, we briefly discuss why the four tracking algorithms all converge to equilibrium distributions (for the LMS tracker the step size must satisfy certain bounds).
The results for the optimal nonconservative tracker or the optimal tracker are trivial as the target network weights always lag one update behind the tracker network weights. After the initial weights, we have for as the state is deterministic and constant with generalization error of .
For the other three trackers, we want to establish that the Markov process converges in distribution to the equilibrium distribution. For the optimal conservative tracker, there are two cases to consider: when and when . For , the state is a finite Markov chain consisting of one irreducible communicating nonperiodic class. We can then use [4] to show that the Markov process converges to an equilibrium distribution. When , the state is a continuous-valued Markov process. We can then apply Doeblin's condition stated in [6] to show that the Markov process converges to an equilibrium distribution.
For the Perceptron tracker, we first establish that and are bounded. In [18] , arguments are made that the weight vector for the Perceptron learning algorithm is bounded. The same arguments apply to the Perceptron tracking algorithm. For large and , we have, using (49), that
If is bounded, then is also bounded. We can then apply the same techniques used by [10] for the sign algorithm and [3] for the nonstationary sign algorithm to show that converges to an equilibrium distribution. We have already established that and are bounded and Markov. Following [10] and [3] , we then show that and are stochastically bounded, the existence of a stationary distribution for the Markov process, and then apply a result from Doob [5] to show that converges to the stationary distribution.
There is considerable research discussing the LMS tracker [1] , [8] , [9] , [26] . Different papers report similar results. If the step size is set properly as in (19) , then the tracking algorithm converges in distribution for the appropriately defined criteria. Criteria that are considered are the mean squared error (MSE), the excess mean squared error, and the mean squared deviation E . These papers consider the case where the inputs have bounded lower order moments, and the weight changes are drawn from a stationary process. In our case, the inputs are drawn independently from a Gaussian distribution, and weight changes are bounded and independent of other weight changes, given the present target weight. The MSE criterion is given by
It turns out that finding the optimal step size and the weight decay parameter to minimize MSE is identical to finding the optimal step size and the weight decay parameter to minimize the generalization error. This can be easily shown for small as in this case and . We then have that the MSE is approximately . Therefore, if we choose the optimal step size and weight decay parameter to minimize the MSE, we are maximizing , which corresponds to minimizing the generalization error. Note that the LMS tracking algorithm for appropriate step sizes (see (19) ) results in the MSE converging to an equilibrium distribution, which implies that the generalization error must also converge to an equilibrium distribution.
APPENDIX B
This appendix finds upper bounds for the generalization error for the optimal conservative tracker. The dynamics of the normalized correlation coefficient is described by (9) in Section III. From Section II, we have that E . We can also evaluate sgn sgn
Note that and are jointly distributed Gaussian random variables. Both random variables have zero mean and unit variance with correlation coefficient . This value is easily determined by integrating the joint density of and , where the two variables have the same sign (first and third quadrants). Alternatively, we can use Price's Theorem [19] 7 to get that (34)
Then if we take conditional expectations of (9) and average with respect to and , we get E
We then let and uncondition the conditional expectation to get E
Note that is convex for ; therefore, using Jensen's inequality, we have that
For the random drift problem, the drift rate will be small, and as discussed in Section II, the . Note that will be close to 1, and we can show that for (38) This inequality can be shown by taking derivatives of the above expressions and noting that equality is achieved when . Combining the last two equations and rearranging terms we get that (39) For , is concave, and therefore, using Jensen's inequality, we have that the generalization error for the optimal conservative tracker is upper bounded by (40) Note also that , and therefore
APPENDIX C This appendix finds upper bounds for the generalization error for the perceptron tracker. The dynamics of the normalized correlation coefficient is described in (14) and (15) in Section IV. We take conditional expectations of these equations averaging with respect to and . Using Price's Theorem [19] , we get As in the case for the optimal algorithms, the Markov processes represented by and converge, respectively, to the equilibrium random variables and . This inequality can be shown by taking derivatives of both of the above expressions and noting that equality is achieved when . Combining the last two equations, we then get that are described by (20) and (21) in Section IV. We take conditional expectations of these equations averaging with respect to and . Expectations involve finding moments of Gaussian random variables to get E (51) and E
As in the case for the perceptron algorithm, the Markov processes represented by and converge, respectively, to the equilibrium random variables and . However, if, as discussed in Section V, the step size is too small or too large or if the weight decay is too large, then the generalization error will be high as the tracking network will do a poor job in tracking the target network. We use the notation of previous sections, and let E . Then, as , we uncondition the conditional expectations to get that (53) and (54)
As discussed in Section IV, a basic assumption is that is small, resulting in having very small variance and allowing us to make the approximation that . Then, using Jensen's inequality, we can get that (55) and from this equation, we can substitute (53) and (54) to bound the generalization error.
Let us examine the step size and weight decay that gives the best generalization error bounds or, equivalently, the highest value of . The best values are easily found if is large and . For these values, the largest lower bound on is achieved by letting and . For these values, we get that (56) This bound holds for all values of and , given that the weight decay and step size are specified as above. The bounds on specified in (56) also hold when there is no weight decay. We can then get bounds for the generalization error by using (56), (38), and Jensen's inequality to get that (57)
We can also show from the above equations that if (19) is satisfied and is large that (58)
